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6th Grade (Earth) Science Curriculum Term 1 (9/5-11/13/17) 
Topic:   Landforms                                                                                        Duration: 9-10 Weeks 

Performance Objectives  

SWBAT: 

• analyze models of Earth’s various landforms (e.g., mountains, peninsulas) IOT identify and describe these 
landforms. 

• compare and contrast different bodies of water on Earth (e.g., streams, ponds, lakes, creeks) IOT categorize 
water systems as lentic or lotic. 

• compare and contrast different water systems (e.g., wetlands, oceans, rivers, watersheds) IOT describe their 
relationship to each other as well as to landforms. 

• create a stream table IOT explore relationships between systems, water, and land.  
• identify features of maps and diagrams IOT interpret what models represent. 
• describe Earth’s natural processes IOT analyze their effects on the Earth’s systems. 
• give examples of weathering and erosion IOT describe the impacts of weathering and erosion on landforms.  
• construct a scientific explanation based on evidence IOT determine how the uneven distributions of Earth’s 

mineral, energy, and groundwater resources are the result of past and current geoscience processes.     
• construct an explanation based on evidence IOT determine how geoscience processes have changed Earth’s 

surface at varying time and spatial scales.                                      

Define the criteria and constraints of a design problem IOT provide sufficient precision to ensure a successful 
solution, taking into account relevant scientific principles and potential impacts on people and the natural 
environment that may limit possible solutions.  

Key Terms and Definitions 

model: A representation of an object or process. 
key: An explanation of symbols used on a map. 
map: A representation, usually on a flat surface, of an area or the features of an area. 
erosion: The breakdown and removal of soil and rock by water, wind, or other forces. 
deposition: The process by which eroded earth materials settle out in another place. 
landform: A shape or feature of the Earth’s surface, like a delta or canyon. 
slope: The angle or slant of a stream channel or land surface. 
flood: A very heavy flow of water, which is greater than the normal flow of water and goes over the stream’s normal 
channel. 
topographic map: A map that uses contour lines to show the shape and elevation of the land. 
elevation: Vertical distance or height above sea level. 
contour line: A line on a topographic map that connects points of equal elevation. 
profile: A side view or cross-section of a landform such as a mountain. 
sea level: The average height of the ocean’s surface, zero elevation. 
interpret: To figure out the symbols, textures, colors, and patterns to put together an image of the land covered by a 
map. 
valley: A low area between higher areas through which a river or stream often flows. 
ridge: A narrow area of high land between two valleys. 
scale: A ratio, fraction, or graphic ruler that shows the relationship between size on a map and size in the real world. 
weathering: the natural process by which atmospheric and environmental agents, such as wind, rain, and temperature 
changes, disintegrate and decompose rocks 
landform: a physical feature of Earth's surface 
mountain range: a series of mountains that are closely related in orientation, age, and mode of formation 
watershed: the area of land that is drained by a river system 
peninsula: a piece of land almost surrounded by water or projecting out into a body of water. 
river system: a flowing network of rivers and streams draining a river basin 
lake: a large body of water surrounded by land 
bay: a broad inlet of the sea where the land curves inward 
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pond: a small body of still water formed naturally or by hollowing or embanking 
stream: a small, narrow river 
landslide: the sudden movement of rock and soil down a slope 
volcano: a vent or fissure in the earth's surface through which magma and gases are expelled 
earthquake: a movement or trembling of the ground that is caused by a sudden release of energy when rocks along a 
fault move 
delta: a fan-shaped mass of rock material deposited at the mouth of a stream; for example, deltas form where streams 
flow into the ocean at the edge of a continent 
deposition: the process in which material is laid down 
sediment: fragments of organic or inorganic material that are transported and deposited by wind, water, or ice and 
that accumulate in layers on the earth's surface 
lentic: inhabiting or situated in still, fresh water 
lotic: inhabiting or situated in rapidly moving fresh water 
constructive forces: processes that help build up the Earth, either by depositing soil or silt in a river, or by volcanoes 
and lava flows that generates new land 
destructive forces: processes that break down the Earth, either through the violent actions of volcanoes and 
earthquakes or by the steady flow of a river 

Essential Questions 

How does Earth’s surface change? 
How do changes on Earth’s surface impact humans? 
How can maps help us understand the Earth? 
How can water change the Earth’s surface? 
How can models represent Earth processes? 
How does slope affect the flow of water? 
How does the amount of water affect erosion and deposition? 

Starting Points 

The middle school topics and objectives begin to build on basic ideas and skills learned in elementary school so that 
students can explain more in-depth phenomena central to Earth Science.  Regarding the landforms unit in particular, 
in elementary school students should have learned about the basic landforms as well as the main ways that water and 
land interaction, such as erosion and deposition.  Students should also have an understanding of the water cycle as 
well as how human activity impacts land and 
water.                                                                                                                            
 
For this unit, students will formulate answers to the questions: “How do the materials in and on Earth’s crust change 
over time?” and “How does water influence weather, circulate in the oceans, and shape Earth’s surface?” Students 
will understand how Earth’s geosystems operate by modeling the flow of energy and cycling of matter within and 
among different systems. 

Of special importance in both topics are the ways that geoscience processes provide resources needed by society but 
also cause natural hazards that present risks to society; both involve technological challenges, for the identification 
and development of resources and for the mitigation of hazards. The crosscutting concepts of cause and effect, energy 
and matter, and stability and change are called out as organizing concepts for these disciplinary core ideas. 

6th Grade (Earth) Science Curriculum Term 2 (11/18-1/29/18) 
Topic:   Geologic Time                                                                                                                    Duration: 1 Week 

Performance Objectives  

SWBAT:  

• create a proportional geologic time scale of earth’s history based on major changes that occurred IOT 
understand that the earth gradually emerged over 4.6 billion years and that humans have only existed for a 
tiny fraction of that time.   
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Topic:   Minerals and Rocks                                                                                        Duration: 4 Weeks 

Performance Objectives  

SWBAT: 

• describe the four characteristics of minerals IOT determine whether an object is a mineral or not. 
• describe the chemical and crystalline structure of minerals IOT understand that minerals are either elements 

or compounds and are classified as silicate or nonsilicate minerals. 
• examine a mineral’s color, luster, streak, cleavage, fracture, hardness, density and several special properties 

IOT identify minerals. 
• identify the environments in which minerals form IOT determine whether they form at or near Earth’s 

surface or deep below the surface. 
• compare and contrast mining methods that provide the raw materials for products IOT make informed 

decisions about mineral use and reducing the environmental effects of mining.   
• determine how the pressure, temperature, and composition of magma relate IOT identify when molten rock 

will cool and harden to produce igneous rock. 
• explain how the cooling rate of magma and lava affects the texture of igneous rock IOT distinguish between 

intrusive and extrusive igneous rock. 
• identify differences in sedimentary rock features IOT explain how they provide a record of geologic events 

and once living organisms through time. 
• differentiate the ways in which materials at or near the surface of the Earth create sedimentary rock IOT 

classify them as clastic, chemical or organic sedimentary rocks. 

• investigate the formation of fossils and the sequencing of geologic layers IOT provide evidence about the 
plants and animals that lived long ago and the nature of the environment at specific time intervals of earth’s 
history. 

Key Terms and Definitions 

     fossil: a remnant or trace of an organism that is embedded and preserved in a rock 
     geologic time scale: a diagram of earth's history that is divided into parts (eons, eras, and periods) based on major 

changes that occurred at those times 
     extinction: the death of every member of the species 

Essential Questions 

How is geologic time divided so that 4.6 billion years are comprehensible? 
Where do humans fit into the geologic time scale? 

Starting Points  

The middle school performance expectations in Earth Space Science build on the elementary school ideas and skills 
and allow middle school students to explain more in-depth phenomena central not only to the earth and space 
sciences, but to life and physical sciences as well. These performance expectations blend the core ideas with scientific 
and engineering practices and crosscutting concepts to support students in developing useable knowledge to explain 
ideas across the science disciplines. While the performance expectations shown in middle school earth and space 
science couple particular practices with specific disciplinary core ideas, instructional decisions should include use of 
many practices that lead to the performance expectations.  
  
Prerequisite knowledge from elementary curriculum: Students should be able to understand basic geologic processes 
and have an understanding of the classification of living things.        
 
For this unit, students will formulate answers to the question: “How do people figure out that the Earth and life on 
Earth have changed through time?” 
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• understand that metamorphism in a rock is due to differences in heat and/or pressure IOT describe the 
changes in a rock’s chemical nature and physical structure. 

• describe the series of processes that result in the formation of each of the three rock types IOT show that 
any rock type can change into any other type of rock.    

Key Terms and Definitions 

mineral: a naturally formed, inorganic solid with a crystalline structure; minerals are elements or compounds 
crystal: a solid whose atoms, ions, or molecules are arranged in a definite pattern 
native element: a mineral that is composed of only one element 
silicate minerals: minerals that contain both silicon and oxygen; usually contain other elements as well; most of 
Earth's crust is made of silicate minerals 
luster: how the surface of a mineral reflects light 
streak: the color of a mineral in powdered form 
cleavage: the splitting of a mineral along smooth, flat surfaces 
fracture: the manner in which a mineral breaks along either curved or irregular surfaces 
hardness: a measure of the ability of a mineral to resist scratching 
density: heaviness-for-size; the ratio of mass to volume; a characteristic property of a material; does not change with 
sample size 
ore: a natural material whose concentration of economically valuable minerals is high enough for the material to be 
mined profitably 
reclamation: the process of returning land to its original condition after mining is completed 
rock: a naturally formed solid that contains one or more minerals or other Earth materials; rocks are mixtures 
compacting: to squeeze something into a smaller space 
cementing agent: a chemical solution of dissolved minerals that glues stuff together 
rock cycle: a series of processes that causes rocks to change from one type to another 
composition: the minerals and other materials that make up a rock 
texture: the size, shape, and arrangement of the grains that make up a rock 

Essential Questions 

How do minerals and different rock types shape the world around us? 
Why are some rocks and minerals valuable to people while others are not? 
How does the use of Earth’s resources affect our environment? 
How are rocks classified? 
What causes rocks to change from one type to another type? 
How are scientists able to sort and identify rocks?    

Starting Points 

The middle school performance expectations in Earth Space Science build on the elementary school ideas and skills 
and allow middle school students to explain more in-depth phenomena central not only to the earth and space 
sciences, but to life and physical sciences as well. These performance expectations blend the core ideas with 
scientific and engineering practices and crosscutting concepts to support students in developing useable knowledge to 
explain ideas across the science disciplines. While the performance expectations shown in middle school earth and 
space science couple particular practices with specific disciplinary core ideas, instructional decisions should include 
use of many practices that lead to the performance expectations.  
                                     
Prerequisite knowledge from elementary curriculum: Students should be able to compare and contrast the properties 
of rocks and minerals and how the matter that makes them up is made of particles too small to be seen.   Students 
should also have begun to determine uses for rocks, identify formational environments of rocks, and observe changes 
that occur to rocks over time.   
 
During this unit, students will understand how Earth’s geosystems operate by modeling the flow of energy and 
cycling of matter within and among different systems. Students will investigate the controlling properties of 
important materials and construct explanations based on the analysis of real geoscience data.  
 
Of special importance in both topics are the ways that geoscience processes provide resources needed by society but 
also cause natural hazards that present risks to society; both involve technological challenges, for the identification 
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and development of resources and for the mitigation of hazards. The crosscutting concepts of patterns, scale, 
proportion, quantity, systems and systems modeling, cause and effect, energy and matter, and stability and change are 
called out as organizing concepts for these disciplinary core ideas.  

Topic:   The Dynamic Earth                                                                                                           Duration: 4 Weeks 

Performance Objectives  

SWBAT: 

• develop a model of the earth’s interior according to composition and physical characteristics IOT gain an 
understanding of the ways these differences enable tectonic plate movement. 

• interpret a seismic wave propagation diagram of the earth IOT describe how scientists can determine the 
structure of the earth’s interior. 

• analyze fossil distribution, tectonic plate shape similarities, and differences in rocks on either side of mid 
ocean ridges IOT support the Theory of Plate Tectonics. 

• determine the forces that are responsible for tectonic plate movement IOT visualize how these movements 
result in the formation of the different types of plate boundaries in three dimensional space. 

• match the types of folding and faulting of rock that occur at each of the types of plate boundaries IOT 
understand how these processes change the earth’s surface. 

• determine the cause of earthquakes and volcanic eruptions as it relates to plate tectonics IOT be informed 
about of these catastrophic natural events and their likelihood of occurring in different locations around the 
world. 

• differentiate between types of lava and pyroclastic material IOT make connections to the types of volcanic 
eruptions and surface features that they result in.        

Key Terms and Definitions 

lithosphere: the rigidly solid outer layer of the earth that consists of the crust and the outer edge of the mantle 
tectonic plate: one of the pieces into which the lithosphere is divided 
magma: hot, liquid rock that forms when the minerals that make up a rock change from solid to liquid 
divergent: the motion or type of boundary that results when convection currents in the mantle push tectonic plates 
away from each other 
convergent: the motion or type of boundary that results when convection currents in the mantle push tectonic plates 
toward each other 
transform: the motion or type of boundary that results when tectonic plates slide past one another 
convection current: the circular motion that happens when part of a fluid is warmer than the rest 
fault: a crack in the earth's surface in which two blocks of rock grind past each other 
fold: the bending of rock layers due to stress 
magma chamber: an underground pool of molten rock that feeds a volcano 
vent: an opening at the surface of the earth through which volcanic material passes 
pyroclastic material: a solid material that forms when magma shoots into the air and hardens or when solid rock 
shatters because of an explosive eruption 
intrusive: igneous rock that forms beneath the earth’s surface, where the temperature is very warm and cooling is 
slow 
extrusive: igneous rock that forms at or near the earth’s surface, where the temperature is cooler and cooling is fast  

Essential Questions 

What evidence do we have that earth’s surface is changing? 
How do moving tectonic plates affect earth’s surface? 
What evidence is there to prove the theory of continental drift?  Why did it take so long for the public to accept? 
What causes features to change in Earth’s crust? 
Where is there evidence of change in Earth’s crust? 
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Starting Points 

The middle school performance expectations in Earth Space Science build on the elementary school ideas and skills 
and allow middle school students to explain more in-depth phenomena central not only to the earth and space 
sciences, but to life and physical sciences as well. These performance expectations blend the core ideas with 
scientific and engineering practices and crosscutting concepts to support students in developing useable knowledge to 
explain ideas across the science disciplines. While the performance expectations shown in middle school earth and 
space science couple particular practices with specific disciplinary core ideas, instructional decisions should include 
use of many practices that lead to the performance expectations.                                    
  
Prerequisite knowledge: Students should be able to understand that processes that operate in the universe now have 
always operated in the universe in the past and apply everywhere in the universe. Students should also be beginning 
to understand the timescale for which geological processes occur at.     
 
For this unit, students will determine the structure of the Earth and the forces that continually reshape the crust of our 
planet. 

 
6th Grade (Earth) Science Curriculum Term 3 (1/30-4/9/18) 

Topic:   Introduction to Ecology                                                                                  Duration: 5 Weeks 

Performance Objectives  

SWBAT:  

• differentiate between biotic and abiotic factors in an environment (e.g., abiotic: different soil types, air, 
water sunlight; biotic: soil microbes, decomposers) IOT explain how these factors depend on one another. 

• identify soil types (i.e., humus, topsoil, subsoil, loam, loess, and parent material) and their characteristics 
(i.e., particle size, porosity, and permeability) IOT explain how soil type affects plant growth. 

• identify the Sun as an ultimate energy source IOT explain how plants and animals derive energy from the 
Sun. 

• model the process of photosynthesis IOT construct a scientific explanation based on evidence for the role of 
photosynthesis in the cycling of matter and flow of energy. 

• conduct investigations of plant or animal growth and behavior IOT observe and compare environmental 
factors such as light, temperature, soil, and water that affect organisms. 

• conduct investigations of plant or animal growth and behavior IOT describe how an organism is affected 
when its food supply changes. 

• analyze and interpret data IOT provide evidence for the effects of resource availability on organisms and 
populations of organisms in an ecosystem. 

• describe the response of organisms (e.g., hibernation, migration, coloration) to environmental changes (e.g., 
changes in climate, natural disaster, invasive species) IOT explain how those changes affect survival. 

• design investigations that involve controlling variables IOT determine environmental preferences (such as 
light and moisture) of an organism. 

• set up an experiment IOT determine the range of water tolerances for the early growth of a plant. 
• observe an environment over time IOT construct an argument supported by empirical evidence that changes 

to physical or biological components of an ecosystem affect populations. 

Key Terms and Definitions 

environment - Everything that surrounds and influences an organism. 
environmental factor - One part of the environment. An environmental factor can be nonliving, such as water, light, 
temperature, or chemicals, or living, such as a plant or an animal. 
biotic factor-An environmental factor that is associated with or results from the activities of living organisms 
abiotic factor - an environmental factor that is not associated with the activities of living organisms 
organism - Any living thing, including all plants and animals. 
photosynthesis - the process by which plants, algae, and some bacteria use sunlight, carbon dioxide, and water to 
produce carbohydrates and oxygen 
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soil - a loose mixture of rock fragments and organic material that can support the growth of vegetation (about half of 
most soils are inorganic materials, such as the products of weathered rock, including pebbles, sand, silt, and clay 
particles and about half of all soils are organic materials, formed from the partial breakdown and decomposition of 
plants and animals) 
loam - a soil texture that forms from an equal combination of clay, sand, and silt.  
humus - partially decayed plant and animal material; forms the organic part of the soil 
permeable - a material that allows water to move through easily  
population - a group of organisms of the same species that live in a specific geographical area and interbreed 
preferred environment - The set of environmental conditions that an organism appears to choose over other 
conditions.  
acclimation - an organism's change in response to a change in the organism's environment 
hibernation - a period of inactivity and lowered body temperature that some animals undergo in winter as a 
protection against cold weather and lack of food 
migration - in general, any movement of individuals or populations from one location to another; specifically, a 
periodic group movement that is characteristic of a given population or species 
adaptation - the process of becoming adapted to an environment; an anatomical, physiological, or behavioral change 
that improves a population's ability to survive 
natural material - any product or physical matter that comes from plants, animals, or the ground 
synthetic or man-made material - a product made by humans rather than being found in nature 
variable - Something that can be changed.  
controlled experiment - A set of compared investigations in which one variable is manipulated by steps while all 
other variables are controlled or kept the same.  
optimum - The condition or degree of an environmental factor that is favorable to growth, development, and 
reproduction of an organism. 
drought - A long period of dry weather.  
irrigate - To water crops by artificial means.  
biodiversity - the variety of organisms in a given area, the genetic variation within a population, the variety of 
species in a community, or the variety of communities in an ecosystem 
pollutant - A substance or condition that contaminates air, water, or soil 

Essential Questions 

How do the living and non-living parts of an environment depend on one another? 
How do you determine the environmental preferences of an organism? 
How to organisms respond to changes in their environment? 
How does the use of Earth’s resources affect our environment? 
How does matter cycle through an environment? 

Starting Points  

There are many living and nonliving components that interact to make up an environment.  Since all living things 
depend on the conditions in their environment, components of an environment have a strong influence on the life of 
the organisms that live within it.  Prior to this unit, students have begun to learn about non-living factors on Earth that 
affect an environment such as landforms, water systems, rocks, and minerals.  Throughout this unit, students will 
expand upon their knowledge of components of the environments as well as begin the study of the relationships 
between organisms and their environments.  With this knowledge comes an awareness of limits. Changes in an 
environment can be hard on organisms. Such knowledge is important because humans can change environments. To 
do so without awareness of possible consequences can lead to disasters.   The impact of human and human activities 
on the environment will continue in the second unit in this quarter 
  
Students should enter this unit with prerequisite knowledge not only from previous 6th grade units, but also from 
science units taught in the elementary grades.  In fifth grade, students should have received an introduction to how 
energy cycles through ecosystems and environments and how organisms in an environment depend on one 
another.  Students should understand that organisms typically occupy a certain habitat and that they rely on certain 
parts of that habitat for survival.   
  
During this unit students will: 

• Develop an attitude of respect and understanding for life. 
• Learn about the major environmental factors in terrestrial and aquatic systems. 
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• Determine ranges of tolerance for living things. 
• Determine an organism's optimum conditions and environmental preferences. 
• Organize and analyze data from experiments and investigations with plants and animals. 
• Observe and describe changes in complex systems overtime. 

Topic:   Human Impact on Ecosystems                                                                         Duration: 5 Weeks 

Performance Objectives  

SWBAT: 

• describe the response of organisms (e.g., hibernation, migration, coloration) to environmental changes (e.g., 
changes in climate, natural disaster, invasive species) IOT explain how those changes affect survival. 

• observe an environment over time IOT construct an argument supported by empirical evidence that changes 
to physical or biological components of an ecosystem affect populations. 

• investigate how humans use different types of land and soil IOT explain how land use relates to soil type 
and topography. 

• differentiate between renewable and nonrenewable resources in the environment IOT describe human 
impact on environmental resources. 

• research ways in which humans use natural materials (including fossil fuels) from the environment IOT 
explain the usefulness of Earth’s raw materials. 

• research ways in which humans use renewable or alternative energy IOT describe human efforts to conserve 
the Earth’s resources. 

• identify various methods of waste management (e.g., recycling, composting, landfills, incineration, sewage 
treatment) IOT determine how these methods affect an environment. 

• identify various methods of pest control (e.g., herbicides, natural predators, biogenetics) IOT determine how 
these methods affect an environment. 

• define the criteria and constraints of a design problem IOT provide sufficient precision to ensure a 
successful solution, taking into account relevant scientific principles and potential impacts on people and the 
natural environment that may limit possible solutions. 

• analyze and interpret data on natural hazards IOT forecast future catastrophic events and inform the 
development of technologies to mitigate their effects. 

• apply scientific principles IOT design a method for monitoring and minimizing a human impact on the 
environment. 

• construct an argument supported by evidence IOT explain how increases in human population and per-
capita consumption of natural resources impact Earth’s systems. 

• ask questions IOT clarify evidence of the factors that have caused the rise in global temperatures over the 
past century.  

Key Terms and Definitions 

renewable resource - a natural resource that can be replaced at the same rate at which the resource is consumed 
non-renewable resource - a resource that forms at a rate that is much slower than the rate at which the resource is 
consumed 
fossil fuel - a nonrenewable energy resource formed from the remains of organisms that lived long ago; examples 
include oil, coal, and natural gas 
alternative energy - energy that does not come from fossil fuels and that is still in development 
recycling - the process of recovering valuable or useful materials from waste or scrap; the process of reusing some 
items 
compost - a mixture of decomposing organic matter, such as manure and rotting plants, that is used as fertilizer and 
soil conditioner 
landfill - an area of land or an excavation where wastes are placed for permanent disposal 
incineration - waste destruction in a furnace by controlled burning at high temperatures 
sewage treatment plant - a facility where sewage is processed to reduce the organic and bacterial content 
herbicide -a chemical substance used to destroy unwanted vegetation, such as weeds and grasses 
predators - an organism that eats all or part of another organism 
global warming - a gradual increase in the average global temperature that is due to a higher concentration of gases 
such as carbon dioxide in the atmosphere 
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invasive species - an organism (plant, animal, fungus, or bacterium) that is not native and has negative effects on our 
economy, our environment, or our health. 
endangered species - a species that has been identified to be in danger of extinction throughout all or a significant 
part of its range and that is thus under protection by regulations or conservation measures 
natural material - any product or physical matter that comes from plants, animals, or the ground 
synthetic or man-made material - a product made by humans rather than being found in nature 

Essential Questions 

How does the use of Earth’s resources affect our environment? 
How can humans change an environment? 
How do humans benefit from an environment?  

Starting Points 

There are many living and nonliving components that interact to make up an environment.  Since all living things 
depend on the conditions in their environment, components of an environment have a strong influence on the life of 
the organisms that live within it.  Prior to this quarter, students have begun to learn about non-living factors on Earth 
that affect an environment such as landforms, water systems, rocks, and minerals.  In the unit 1 in this quarter, 
students expanded upon their knowledge of components of the environments and studied the relationships between 
organisms and their environments.  They should now have an expanded understanding of how changes in an 
environment can affect organisms and their behavior and have conducted experiments to test the limits of 
organisms.   
 
Throughout this unit, students will focus on how humans use resources in the environment and how human actions 
can impact different parts of an environment.  Students will be asked to think about how their actions may affect the 
biodiversity in an environment as well as to present solutions to common environmental problems caused by human 
activity.  
 

6th Grade (Earth) Science Curriculum Term 4 (4/10-6/15/18) 
Topic:   The Atmosphere                                                                                              Duration: 3 Weeks 

Performance Objectives  

SWBAT  

• develop a model IOT to describe ways the geosphere, biosphere, hydrosphere, and/or atmosphere interact. 
• explain how gravitational forces hold particles of the atmosphere close to the Earth and that forces are 

stronger closer to the surface of the Earth IOT understand how air pressure decreases as altitude increases. 
• identify the characteristics of each layer of the atmosphere IOT understand the role of the troposphere in 

Earth’s system. 
• determine how temperature changes with atmospheric composition and altitude IOT describe the key 

features of the layers of the atmosphere.  
• determine the key gasses that make up the atmosphere IOT identify the atmosphere’s most abundant 

component. 
• differentiate between the terms temperature and heat IOT understand that although the temperature of the 

higher layers of the atmosphere have high temperatures, they are not warm. 
• define and explain radiation, thermal conduction, and convection IOT differentiate between the ways that 

energy from the sun is transferred through the atmosphere. 
• identify the types of greenhouse gases that absorb and reradiate thermal energy IOT understand the 

greenhouse effect. 
• make connections between the increases in greenhouse gases caused by human activity and a skewing of the 

radiation balance IOT explain how global warming occurs.  
• describe that wind occurs when air moves from areas of high pressure to areas of low pressure IOT 

determine the basic mechanism for weather system movement. 
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• explain how air pressure changes due to uneven heating of the Earth’s atmosphere IOT determine areas 
where high and low pressure belts and convection cells would develop. 

• visualize, describe and determine the cause of the apparent curving of global winds around the globe IOT 
model the Coriolis effect.   

• identify and locate global wind patterns on a map IOT show how their development is caused by differences 
in heating and the Coriolis effect. 

• determine how the cooling and heating of different types of land material and channeling of air in 
topographic features causes differences in pressure IOT model how local wind patterns form. 

• identify major sources of air pollution IOT make distinctions between primary and secondary air pollutants. 
• identify the effects of air pollution IOT distinguish ways that individuals, governments and industry can 

reduce their effects on pollution. 

Key Terms and Definitions  

atmosphere - a mixture of gases that surrounds a planet or moon. 
air pressure - the measure of the force with which air molecules push on a surface. 
troposphere - the lowest layer of the atmosphere, in which temperature decreases at a constant rate as altitude 
increases. 
temperature - a measurement of how fast particles are moving. 
heat - the transfer of thermal energy between objects of different temperatures. 
radiation - the transfer of energy as electromagnetic waves. 
thermal conduction - the transfer of energy as heat through a material. 
convection - the transfer of thermal energy by the circulation or movement of a liquid or gas. 
global warming - a gradual increase in average global temperature. 
greenhouse effect - the warming of the surface and lower atmosphere of earth that occurs when water vapor, carbon 
dioxide, and other gases absorb and reradiate thermal energy. 
radiation balance - the balance between incoming energy and outgoing energy. 
wind - the movement of air caused by differences in air pressure. 
coriolis effect - the apparent curving of the path of a moving object from an otherwise straight path due to the Earth’s 
rotation. 
pressure belts - bands of high pressure and low pressure found every 30 degrees of latitude. 
convection cells - circular patterns of air movement caused by low pressure air rising and high pressure air sinking. 
land breeze - a coastal breeze blowing at night from land to sea, caused by the difference in the rate of cooling of 
their respective surfaces. 
sea breeze - a thermally produced wind blowing from a cool ocean surface onto adjoining warm land. 
mountain breeze - A breeze that blows down a mountain slope due to the gravitational flow of cooled air. 
valley breeze - A gentle wind blowing up a valley or mountain slope caused by the warming of the mountainside and 
valley floor by the sun. 
air pollution - the contamination of the atmosphere by the introduction of pollutants from human and natural 
sources.  
primary pollutant - pollutants that are put directly into the air by human or natural activity. 
secondary pollutant - pollutants that form when primary pollutants react with other primary pollutants or with 
naturally occurring substances. 
acid precipitation - rain, sleet, or snow that contains high concentrations of acids. 

Essential Questions  

What are the features and characteristics of the atmosphere?  
How does the circulation of energy in the atmosphere affect humans?  
What are and how do global and local winds occur?  
How does air pollution affect the health of the planet and that of humans? 

Starting Points 

The middle school performance objectives in earth space science build on elementary school ideas and skills and 
allow middle school students to explain more in-depth phenomena central not only to the earth and space sciences, 
but to life and physical sciences as well. These performance objectives blend the core ideas about the atmosphere 
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with the NGSS scientific and engineering practices and crosscutting concepts to support students in developing 
useable knowledge to explain ideas across the science disciplines.  
Although this will be students’ first, in-depth introduction to the atmosphere, students should have received some 
introduction to weather and climate in 3rd grade.  When they enter 6th grade, they should be able to understand 
differences in seasons, measurement of weather and how weather affects humans.  They should also be able to 
understand the basic ways to classify matter, understand how changes of state in matter occur, and that matter cannot 
be created nor destroyed. 
  
Because air cannot be seen, students may have the misconception that the atmosphere has no mass and is therefore 
not subject to the physical laws that affect matter. Point out that air, like water, is a fluid. A fluid is any material that 
can flow and that takes the shape of its container. Students may find it easier to visualize wind if they think of air 
flowing like water. For example, the Coriolis effect affects the ocean currents as well as the global winds. Similarly, 
the convection of gases in the atmosphere is similar to the convection of bodies of water in the ocean.   

Topic:   Weather                                                                                                       Duration: 4 Weeks 

Performance Objectives   

SWBAT:  

• identify and explain the condition of the atmosphere at a certain time and place IOT define an area’s 
weather. 

• define, interpret and explain the steps in the water cycle IOT explain its significance as it relates to weather. 
• determine how the temperature of an air mass relates to the amount of water vapor that the air can hold IOT 

explain relative humidity, dew point, and the formation of clouds. 
• determine the methods, conditions, and elevations that result in cloud formation IOT differentiate the types 

of clouds present in the atmosphere. 
• explain how water vapor condenses in the atmosphere at different conditions IOT determine what types of 

precipitation may be observed at the surface of the earth. 
• describe the moisture content and temperature of different air masses IOT model the location of where air 

masses are likely to originate and the predominant weather patterns associated with each. 
• describe the physical properties of air masses as they meet IOT identify the types of frontal boundaries 

between pressure systems. 
• describe why differences in air pressures result in a net upward or net downward movement of air IOT 

describe cyclones, anticyclones and the rotational wind patterns around and near them. 
• describe how differences in electrical charge form within rising low pressure systems IOT describe how 

lightning and thunder are created within clouds. 
• compare and contrast the ways in which tornadoes and hurricanes are formed and the weather conditions 

associated with each IOT determine how one would stay safe in an area where they are occurring. 
• describe the different types of instruments and technologies that are used to take weather measurements 

IOT explain how meteorologists forecast the weather. 
• describe how weather measurements from around the world are plotted on a map IOT interpret weather 

based solely on frontal boundaries and lines of equal air pressure. 

Key Terms and Definitions 

weather - the short-term state of the atmosphere, including temperature, humidity, precipitation, wind, and visibility. 
condensation - the change of state from a gas to a liquid. 
precipitation - any form of H2O that falls to the Earth’s surface from the clouds. 
runoff - the flow of water that occurs when excess stormwater, meltwater, or other sources flows over the earth's 
surface. 
evaporation - to change from a liquid state to a gaseous state. 
relative humidity - the ratio of the amount of water vapor in the air to the maximum amount of water vapor the air 
can hold at a set temperature. 
dew point - the temperature at which a gas condenses into a liquid. 
cloud - a collection of small water droplets or ice crystals suspended in the air, which forms when the air is cooled 
and condensation occurs. 
air mass - a large body of air where temperature and moisture content are similar throughout. 
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front - the boundary between air masses of different densities and usually different temperatures. 
cyclone - an area in the atmosphere that has lower pressure than the surrounding areas and has winds that spiral 
towards the center. 
anticyclone - the rotation of the air around a high pressure center in the direction opposite to the Earth’s rotation. 
thunderstorm - a usually brief heavy storm that consists of rain, strong winds, lightning, and thunder. 
tornado - a destructive, rotating column of air that has very high speeds, is visible as a funnel- shaped cloud, and 
touches the ground. 
hurricane - a severe storm that develops over tropical oceans and whose strong winds of more than 120 km/h spiral 
in toward the intensely low-pressure storm center. 
weather forecast - a prediction of weather conditions over the next 3 to 5 days. 
weather balloon - carry electronic equipment that can measure weather conditions as high as 30 km above the 
Earth’s surface. 
thermometer - an instrument that measures and indicates temperature. 
barometer - an instrument that measures atmospheric pressure. 
anemometer - an instrument used to measure wind speed. 
station model - a small circle that shows the location of a weather station with a surrounding set of symbols and 
numbers which represent weather data. 

Essential Questions 

What are some fundamental principles of meteorology? 
How does the water cycle relate to weather phenomenon? 
How do differences in temperature and moisture content affect weather patterns? 
What are the origins of severe weather and how can one be prepared for severe weather in their area? 
What are the ways that meteorologists forecast weather? 

Starting Points 

The middle school performance objectives in earth space science build on elementary school ideas and skills and 
allow middle school students to explain more in-depth phenomena central not only to the earth and space sciences, 
but to life and physical sciences as well. These performance objectives blend the core ideas about the atmosphere 
with the NGSS scientific and engineering practices and crosscutting concepts to support students in developing 
useable knowledge to explain ideas across the science disciplines.  
  
Students should have received some introduction to weather and climate in 3rd grade, and they will continue to build 
on that basic knowledge this year.  When they enter 6th grade, they should be able to understand differences in 
seasons, measurement of weather and how weather affects humans.  They should also be able to understand the basic 
ways to classify matter, understand how changes of state in matter occur, and that matter cannot be created nor 
destroyed. 
  
Students may have the misconception that weather forecasting is extremely complicated. Point out that the science of 
meteorology relies on a few simple concepts, such as relative humidity, simple gas laws, and the movement of air 
masses. The tools needed to forecast weather are inexpensive and easy to use. If students become familiar with these 
tools and concepts, they will understand the basic science of meteorology. As you teach this chapter, work as a class 
every day to forecast the next day’s weather. Review the predictions at the beginning of each class. Forecasts should 
improve as students learn more about weather.  

Topic:   Climate                                                                                                        Duration: 3 Weeks 

Performance Objectives  

SWBAT: 

• identify and explain factors that influence the atmosphere at different scales and time periods IOT describe 
the difference between weather and climate. 

• explain how the amount of solar energy that heats the Earth is different at various latitudes IOT make 
determinations as to how climate can be affected by latitude. 
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• model how the tilt of the Earth towards or away from the Sun relates to seasons IOT explain how climate 
can be affected by seasons. 

• understand how moving air masses take on the characteristics of the land which they flow across IOT show 
that prevailing winds affect climate. 

• identify how rising and falling air masses affect higher precipitation rates IOT explain how topographic 
features can affect climate. 

• differentiate between the insulating properties of air and water IOT explain how ocean currents can 
transport heat and affect climate near large bodies of water. 

• separate regions that have a specific type of climate and certain types of plant and animal communities into 
biomes IOT group biomes into the three major climate zones; tropical, temperate and polar. 

• make connections between the factors that influence climate (latitude, wind patterns, mountains, large 
bodies of water and ocean currents) and the individual characteristics of a particular biome IOT understand 
of the diversity of the climates found on Earth.  

• discuss the causes and consequences of glacial/interglacial periods IOT describe how the Earth’s climate is 
changing. 

• discuss the causes and consequences of global warming IOT describe how human activities are changing 
The Earth’s climate. 

• brainstorm ways that they and others can change their actions IOT slow human-influenced climate change. 

Key Terms and Definitions 

weather - the short-term state of the atmosphere, including temperature, humidity, precipitation, wind, and visibility. 
climate - the average weather conditions in an area over a long period of time. 
latitude - the distance north or south from the equator, expressed in degrees. 
surface current - a horizontal movement of ocean water that is caused by wind and that occurs at or near the ocean’s 
surface. 
prevailing winds - winds that blow mainly from one direction during a given period. 
biome - a large region characterized by a specific type of climate and certain types of plant and animal communities. 
tropical zone - the region that surrounds the equator and that extends from about 23.5° North latitude to 23.5° South 
latitude. 
temperate zone - the climate zone between the Tropics and the polar zone. 
polar zone - the north or south pole and its surrounding area. 
Ice Age - a long period of climate cooling during which ice sheets cover large areas of Earth’s surface, also know as 
a glacial period. 
Global Warming - a gradual increase in the average global temperature. 
Greenhouse Effect - the warming of the surface and lower atmosphere of Earth that occurs when carbon dioxide, 
water vapor, and other gases in the air absorb and trap thermal energy. 

Essential Questions 

What is the difference between weather and climate? 
What affects an area’s climate? 
How has earth’s climate changed in the past and how is it changing currently? 
What are the natural and human-driven causes of climate change? 
What are some ways that changes made today in how humans live can slow the effects of climate change? 

Starting Points 

Students should have received a basic introduction to weather in 3rd grade and will now build upon that knowledge 
to explore the topic of climate more in depth.  When they enter 6th grade, they should be able to understand 
differences in seasons, measurement of weather and how weather affects humans.  They should also be able to 
understand the basic ways to classify matter, understand how changes of state in matter occur, and that matter cannot 
be created nor destroyed. 
  
Students may have the misconception that the Earth is farther away from the sun during winter and closer to the sun 
in the summer. Point out that the seasons are caused by the Earth’s tilt, not by the distance between the Earth and the 
sun. Students may also think that the only factor that influences climate is a location’s distance from the equator. 
Explain that this unit will introduce many factors that influence climate.  

 


